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Paddle Canada continued to experience growth and development over the last year with its continued commitment to 

create a nationally recognized body for recreational paddle sports training, development, and advocacy. The 

organization underwent several initiatives to ensure that Paddle Canada continued its commitment to its members. 

The most prominent of these initiatives was the development of a new strategic plan that will take Paddle Canada into 

the next 3-5 years.  As well as refining the strategic priorities, Paddle Canada began to formulate a plan to become 

more sustainable financially as we finalized the PaddleSmart projects.  The organization also conducted an extensive 

search for a new Executive Director and placed a strong focus on maintaining member services.  During the transition, 

the organization relied upon many volunteers to ensure that members were being served, many thanks to those that 

gave their time to ensure continuity of member services.  The year was quite busy, as these were in addition to regular 

duties and programming that Paddle Canada offers to support our members.   

It would also be amiss to not include a deep level of appreciation to our volunteers, staff and partners as without their 
dedication and efforts, Paddle Canada would not be the recognized leader in recreational paddle sports that it is. We 
are now experiencing challenging, new times with the COVID-19 pandemic and expect it to have a major impact on 
programming this year. Paddle Canada is working hard to mitigate its effects on instructor members across the nation. 

Highlights of the past year include:  
• Bethan Williams took on the role of Interim Office manager while we completed the search of a 

new Executive Director; 
• We welcome new staff, Paolo Borsella in Member Services, and a new Executive Director, 

Michelle McShane;  

• We are continually updating the database to ensure that it allows for more efficient and effective 
method to better serve PC members;  

• We have recognized that our Professional Development programming needs to be reviewed due to 
the constructive feedback by our members;   

• Youth have and will continue to be a priority through support mechanisms, programming, and safety 
education in paddle sports;  

• The Board of Directors, with staff, and some committee chairs came together under the guidance of Ron 
Leduc and Andrea Griener from Clear Logic, to create a new strategic plan to help guide us through the 
next 5 years;  

• The outreach through our social media has been far-reaching and has attracted attention and followers 
from all over the globe, helping to keep Paddle Canada front and centre;  

• A gratitude of thanks to long-time Manitoba Board member Brian Johnston for his commitment to 
Paddle Canada and his role on the Executive as Vice-President, and a big thanks to Darren Keith, Quebec 
Board member for his time and input into board business; and 

• We welcomed three new members to the Board of Directors:  Trevor Braun from Yukon, Vincent 
Normandeau from Quebec and Pauline Nadlersmith from Manitoba.  We look forward to having 
these Director’s join the board. 

As we move into a new year that brings new challenges due to COVID-19, it also allows for innovation to 
happen.  Paddle Canada always encourages our members to become innovative in how we work together to create 
national recreational paddle sports training and will always welcome new volunteers and ideas that will support 
our membership and partnerships. 

   Message from our President 
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I want to thank every one of our members, our numerous committee volunteers, staff, Board of Directors for your 
support and motivation to make Paddle Canada a truly national organization that helps foster excellence in 
recreational paddle sports.  

Learn to paddle...you’ll love where it takes you!  

Best Regards, 

Jeff Martin  

Regional Director for NL 

President, Paddle Canada 
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The year 2019 saw many changes in the office at Paddle Canada, in both personal and responsibility of 

duties, with our Executive Director and Member Service Coordinator both leaving at the end of April. 

Paddle Canada operated without an Executive Director from April until Thanksgiving weekend, and I would 

like to thank our bookkeeper/office manager, Bethan Pollard-Williams for taking on extra hours and 

responsibilities during this time to keep operations moving forward. She was able to hire our current 

member service coordinator, Paolo, and oversaw his training, while learning his duties as well. By the time I 

started as the new ED (transitioning in over a six-week period in the fall) Paolo was well versed in his job,  

Bethan was about to go on her maternity leave, and our Event and Partnership position was dissolved, with 

the duties of those positions taken over by the ED role, Paolo and other Paddle Canada members.  

The current staff of Paddle Canada; myself, Paolo and Bethan would like to say a very big Thank You to all 
PC volunteers, but in particular our Executive Directors: Jeff Martin, Brian Johnston, Geoff Horn, Lana 
Ohler-Madsen, as well as Priscilla Haskin, Chair of Canoe Program, and Darren Keith, Quebec Director, for 
their patience, support and answered phone calls during this transition time. They all stepped up and 
beyond their positions to ensure the staff were equipped to do their jobs, and to serve our members with 
very little interruption. 

 

In April of 2019, before staffing changed, work had begun on creating a strategic plan for 2019-2021, as we 

had come to the end of the previous “Float Plan 2015-2018”  One of the first tasks I took on when I started 

was to visit the survey notes collected before the Board’s strategic planning session, and the summary of 

notes from the weekend itself. Finalizing and publishing the plan had been put on hold in April, and it 

seemed to be a good place to start for me; to learn where we were coming from, where the organization 

needed to go, and some of tasks that our members felt we needed to accomplish. We decided to publish the 

plan as a five-year plan. If you have not already visited our 2020-2025 Strategic Plan, I encourage to you to 

have a look at it.  

During the final months of 2019, I joined the steering committee of the Canadian Outdoor Summit, took a 

seat on the National Recreational Boating Advisory Council and have been nominated to a Board position 

on the Canadian Safe Boating Council. I also had the pleasure of reaching out to the 2019 Bill Mason 

Scholarship winner.  

We are close to halfway through 2020, and what a start to the year we have had here at Paddle Canada! 

First, getting caught up with our staffing changes, followed by relocation of our office and extending all 

certification expiry dates, only to have Covid-19 “take over”. We have started work on the new strategic 

plan, with a fair bit of focus on the leadership goals: We now have an organizational chart, some policies 

have been updated, and communication between committees, the office and the Board have improved.  

Currently, membership is down from last year, and with the shutdown of sanctioned courses, income is also 

down.  Like you, I hope that all the efforts taken to “flatten the curve” across the country continue to work, 

and that courses and clinics will resume before we know it, and we can finish the year strong despite this 

rocky start to the 2020 season. 

Michelle McShane, Executive Director 

 

   Message from our Executive Director 

 

 

https://www.paddlecanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/PADDLE-CANADA-Strategic-Plan-2.pdf
https://canadianoutdoorsummit.com/
https://csbc.ca/en/
https://www.paddlecanada.com/bill-mason-scholarship-recipient-2019-2020/
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The Strategic Plan has our membership committee focused on Instructor Member benefits and have been 

tasked with expanding the Membership types to allow for a wider range of Paddle Canada membership or 

participation for both revenue and inclusion to the organization.  

 

 

2019 VOLUNTEER AWARDS 

The membership committee also oversees awards that Paddle Canada hand out in recognition to our 

volunteers. 

This year, the volunteer award goes to Robyn Bell, who curated, edited and delivered the Paddle Canada 

newsletter, Current Strokes. Robyn took this task on in 2018, and continued doing so for a year and a half. 

On behalf of all Paddle Canada members, we would like to sincerely thank her for keeping us current in 

paddling news! 

The 2019 Kirk Whipper Award goes to Brian Johnston, for his many, many years of service, and 

contributions to Paddle Canada. We all wish Brian the best, as he steps down from his Director of Manitoba 

position, and are happy that we will remain working with the Canoe Program Committee. 

 

 

   MEMBERSHIP  
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Thank you to everyone attending the AGM. My name is Geoff Horn, I am the Treasurer for Paddle Canada. I 

live in Regina, SK and have been a Paddle Canada instructor & Instructor Trainor for a very long time. In my 

non paddling life, I own and operate retail stores in SK & MB. I have just completed my 2nd full year in this 

position and this past year has been a very busy role for the Treasurer. In my report I will cover the 

financial statement, the changes to how and who is involved in creating the budgets for the year, a 

recommendation for future grants, and how COVID is and will affect Paddle Canada operations.  

Paddle Canada is facing a loss for the 2nd consecutive year. The loss for 2019 was minimized from the 

original projected loss once our Interim Office Manager and the Executive made changes to the office staff, 

contracted staff, and various residual contracts and expenses related to the shutdown of SARNIF funding. 

Looking at the Income statement of the Financial statements, you can see that the payroll expense actually 

increased over 2018.  This occurred because the staff numbers and wages carried over from SARNIF days, 

but the revenue from the SARNIF funding was no longer coming in and the roles were no longer necessary. 

Despite direction from the Board, and recommendations directly from me to reduce staff costs, action was 

not taken in a timely fashion. This was rectified quickly in the summer by the Interim Office Manager, and 

now the new Executive Director has continued to follow through with vigilance.  There was also an issue 

with increased expenses related to SARNIF such as software subscriptions, as well as the late receipt of 

invoices from SARNIF contractors. While we had no control over liabilities coming in late, the current 

Executive Director has taken care of all other unneeded expenses in relation to SARNIF. 

Through this experience, the Board recognized that we had little input into the creation of the budget and 

have not been involved enough in the management of that budget.  The fix we as an Executive created for 

this was to add a third person to the managing of finances and creation of the annual budgets. Paddle 

Canada has had a bookkeeper role for many years, but they did not have any authority or input into 

expenses or revenues. Between the ED, the Bookkeeper, now called Office Manager, and the Treasurer, there 

is more transparency to how and where money is spent. In addition, there are more financial statements 

shared with the Board each month, including comparative statements which are easier for members to 

compare and understand our financial position year over year. The end result is a board more aware of the 

current financial situation, and a more accurate budget being created each year. 

If and when Paddle Canada receives and future grants or significant funding, we need to better account for 

these revenues and expenses by keeping them in separate accounts, or if the funds are as large as SARNIF, a 

separate set of books. We have worked hard to create a base line of expenses so we can better budget our 

fixed costs and program expenses. Any future grants will need to have both a revenue line and 

corresponding expense lines, so they do not disrupt our baseline finances.  

COVID-19 has had a prolific impact on the economy of Canada. As we all do our part to safe distance to help 

prevent the spread of the virus, we are not able to allow paddling programming to take place. Paddle 

Canada’s finances will feel the impact of this in two ways. The first will be members not renewing their 

membership if they are not able to teach courses for the 2020 year. One of the requirements of all 

instructor members is to renew their membership each and every year, regardless of if they are teaching 

courses. Membership fees are the number one revenue source for Paddle Canada so its super important to 

   TREASURER REPORT 
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have as many members renew each year. The second loss of revenue will be from course fees. Even though 

course fees make up a smaller portion of our revenue, there is also the fees from new instructor members 

that will be lost. Future discussions will need to take place regarding the programs and finances of Paddle 

Canada, and our Executive and the staff at Paddle Canada are following the announcements made by the 

Government and will apply for any and all programs that can help us out during this shut down of 

programming.  

 In closing I would like to again mention that the past year was a very busy year for the Treasurer 

role and some weeks it felt closer to a full-time job then a volunteer Board position. I would like to thank 

Bethan Williams for stepping up into an interim Office Manager role during our absence of a ED, and for all 

her work to help PC navigate through the summer and into the fall. Bethan is currently on mat leave and I 

look forward to her return in the fall. I would also like to my fellow executive members for their support 

through these busy times. President Jeff Martin, VP Brian Johnston, and Secretary Lana Ohler-Madsen. 

Through the hard work of this crew, and the current work of our current staff, ED Michelle McShane, and 

Member services coordinator Paolo Borsella, and the rest of the dedicated Board of Directors I feel PC is in 

good hands and on a better path of serving our memberships needs.  

Geoff Horn 

Paddle Canada Treasurer 

Paddle Canada SK Director 
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Our Board of Directors is comprised of a regional Director from each province or 

territory across Canada. For the year 2019, Nunavut, Yukon and the Northwest 

Territories were not represented. The regional Director reports that follow include a 

short message from the director and a summary of how many clinics, courses and people 

were taught over the year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REGIONAL REPORTS 
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Directors Message:  

Paddlers in Newfoundland and Labrador continue to embrace Paddle Canada programming and the 

regional association, Paddle NL, supports and utilizes programming to ensure paddlers across the province 

are receiving safe, enjoyable skills training and development. The members of Newfoundland also work 

hard to support Paddle Canada through volunteering on various committees. As Director, and President of 

Paddle Canada, I am very grateful for the individual and group efforts that demonstrate a thoughtful and 

continuous effort to ensure Paddle Canada remains the leader in recreational paddle sports training. I 

would like to acknowledge all of the instructors that ran courses last year and say thank you to all the 

participants who made the courses possible.  Without all of the dedicated instructors offering Paddle 

Canada programs it would be difficult to grow and introduce paddling to the 

province.   

Summary of accomplishments/activities over the year. 

Over the past year, the regional association, PNL, has been dedicated in their 

efforts to create a welcoming association through organizing a number of 

paddle sports safety days, introductory skills school, and a number of other 

activities such as club paddles, training and overnight camping.  In addition, 

they also host an annual retreat that brings in guest paddlers to share their 

love of paddling. 

Towards the end of last season, the provincial association supported the first 

professional development clinic over three days in October. This was the first 

professional development clinic in the province and drew nearly 25 instructors 

and instructor trainers. The opportunity to come together to learn new skills 

and meet other paddlers in the province was great to see. 

List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming year. 

While this year has proven to be challenging when it comes to planning and 

delivering activities, there are a number of events being planned.  Each year 

the club offers an annual retreat during the May long weekend, which may be 

on hiatus this year due to the pandemic. There are also several courses being 

planned that range from instructor to skills levels in all paddlesport areas.  

Looking forward to another great year when we are able to resume courses 

and training opportunities! 

Best regards,  

Jeff Martin 

NL Regional Director

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR 

 

42 Courses 

9 Clinics 

253 Skills Course 

Participants 

214 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: 

Sea Kayak Skills Level 1 

Most Popular Clinic:  

Waterfront Canoeing Skills 

Tandem 

Most Active Director 

(Clinic):  

1. Jeff Martin 

2. Gary Thomas 

3. Andy Nichols 

 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. Michelle Richards 

2. Jeff Martin 

3. Gary Thomas 

COURSE STATS 
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Director’s Message: 

Prince Edward Island is the smallest province in size and population. We are however surrounded by water 

and have so much opportunity to enjoy paddlesports. We have a small group of instructors, many of whom 

know each other personally. We do not have a Provincial association for these instructors to gather and 

discuss paddling issues. There are informal discussions on important topics, however, this could be 

improved. In 2020, I would like to help our group of PEI instructors connect better. This has started and in 

April 2020 I have started a Facebook group for all PEI Instructor Members as a forum for discussion and 

keeping instructor members updated on important topics and helping to 

provide guidance from Provincial members. 

Jarrod Gunn McQuillan 
PEI Regional Director 

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 

  

8 Courses 

9 Clinics 

59 Skills Course Participants 

37 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: Sea 

Kayak Skills Level 1 

Most Popular Clinic:  Sea Kayak 

Skills Level 2 

Most Active Director (Clinic):  

1. Jarrod Gunn McQuillan 
2. Craig Clark 
3. Peter Macdonald 

 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. Jarrod Gunn McQuillan 

2. Paul Maxan 

3. Blair Doyle 

 

COURSE STATS 
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Director’s Message 

We had another successful year of courses and clinics in Nova Scotia. We have had a few changes in 
location and personnel in our office in Kingston, ON, but there were no changes in the passion and 
commitment of all the Paddle Canada instructors and we saw increases in courses/clinics participants. 
Below you can see some stats that were compiled by the PC office that shows that we have an active paddle 
community. Being a province that is almost entirely surrounded by the ocean we still have many 
participants participating in Sea kayak courses, but we have seen an increase in Canoe and SUP clinics and 
more youth in those courses. 

There have been many changes and improvements in our programming in 
regard to the certification maintenance and river kayaking programs. Our 
Program Committees have been volunteering much of their time in order to 
ensure quality programming and easy administrations of these programs. 
More time is needed to ensure these programs roll out smoothly so that our 
membership can host these programs in the future. Thank you to all Nova 
Scotian instructors that volunteer their time on committees and have been 
hosting CM courses and providing feedback to make this program more 
successful.  

Presently, the 2020 paddling season is on hold due the COVID-19 epidemic 
that is gripping the entire world and we must get off the water, seek shelter 
and wait for this storm to pass. All courses and clinics have been suspended at 
least until May 31 and the suspension of courses will be re-evaluated as the 
situation changes base on the recommendation of federal and provincial 
health recommendations. In the meantime, please stay positive, active and 
reach out to me or the Paddle Canada Office for any support you require.  

Adam Zita 

NS Regional Director 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOVA SCOTIA 
 

92 Courses 

36 Clinics 

525 Skills Course 

Participants 

222 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: 

Sea Kayak Skills Level 1 

Most Popular Clinic:  

Waterfront Canoeing Skills 

Tandem 

Most Active Director 

(Clinic):  

1. Matt DeLong 
2. Joel d’Entremont 
3. Alex Chandler 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

4. Andrew Foran 
5. Sandra Hrdlicka 
6. East Coast 

Outfitters 

 

COURSE STATS 
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Directors Message: 

2019 started on a strong note, Canoe Kayak New Brunswick had hosted a very successful Canoe and 

camping symposium in the fall off the Saint John river. The event was held on Bellisle Bay, a bay off the Saint 

John River. Special Guest speaker was Nicholas Guitard, author of Rediscovering W.F. Ganong’s New 

Brunswick and Waterfalls New Brunswick.  

CKNB’s heritage committee has continued its work on the Ancient Portage trails 

located in the Northeast quadrant of the Province. Six trails are restored: 

• The Little Tobique – Nepisiguit 

• Upsalquitch Gorge 

• Nepisiguit – Southeast Upsalquitch 

• Mackay Brook – Gordon Meadow Brook 

• Salmon – Richibucto River 

• Cains-Gaspereau 

On the kayaking side of the province we’ve had a fair bit of clinic and course 

activity from both Sea Kayaking and White water helping to grow the local 

community here. As it grows, we are seeing a fair bit of cross over from one 

discipline to the other as paddlers work to lengthen their season and diversify 

their skills portfolio.  

Unfortunately, as with everyone around the world, our 2019 ended on a bit of a low 

note, having to cancel our Bi-Annual Sea Kayak symposium which has grown 

exponentially over the past 2 iterations. Many of us have invested a lot of time and 

energy to see this symposium come to fruition but had to cancel due to the 

uncertainty surrounding the virus and its effects on both travel and the economy. 

The silver lining in all of this is that the swift and decisive actions by our provincial 

leaders coupled with the actions of each citizen in the province has led to zero 

fatalities as of the time I write this and an announcement later today on lifting of 

some restrictions within our province. I will take that good news over the decision 

to cancel the symposium all day, every day. 

Summary of accomplishments/activities over the year. 

• CKNB held a successful Canoe and Camping symposium in the fall at Camp 

Pasobec off the Saint john river in Belisle Bay. 

• 6 Ancient partage trails in service creating part of a historical canoe route 

in the Province. 

• CKNB has been working on updating local paddling/river maps in the 

province and was recently handed the provinces river maps to revamp. CKNB has been working 
with the local paddling community to update them ensuring their accuracy before publishing. 

 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

 
 

58 Courses 

13 Clinics 

328 Skills Course 

Participants 

69 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: 

Lake Canoe Skills 

Introduction Tandem 

 

Most Popular Clinic:  Sea 

Kayak Skills Level 2 

Most Active Director 

(Clinic):  

1. Shaun Gibbs 

2. Jeremy Cline 
3. Andre Roussel 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. Kevin Scully 
2. Shaun Gibbs 

3. Robert Neish 

COURSE STATS 
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List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming year. 

CKNB will continue to work on Provincial Paddling maps, as of now there is still an Outdoor/Canoe 

symposium planned for the fall but the Sea Kayak symposium that I help organize, the West Isles Sea Kayak 

Symposium, has been cancelled due to the coronavirus. 

2019 was a great year in NB for paddlesports. We are working hard to ensure 2020 is another great year 

despite  

 

Jeremy Cline 

NB Regional Director 
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Director’s Message 

Well this will be my last Directors report as your Quebec board member.  It has been a real pleasure 
representing our membership from Quebec.   In my three years as Director I have been keeping the needs of 
our mostly Francophone membership front and centre.  I can tell you that there is a true commitment from my 
fellow board directors to ensure that our resources are available in French.  For me, the highlights of the 2019 
season were: 

1. Teaching a gang of young talented students and see them become avid moving water paddlers. 
2. Teaching a new cohort of young Moving Water instructors and having them participate in the 

translation of the new Introduction Tandem Moving Water Canoe 
manual. 

3. Working with my fellow board and committee members on the 
development of a new strategic plan for Paddle Canada.  

4. Working on the Executive Director Hiring Committee and helping to 
recruit our new most excellent Executive Director Michelle McShane.  

5. Completing the Introduction Tandem Moving Water Canoe manual 
with my fellow members of the Moving Water Canoe Program 
Development Committee. 

My ultimate goal for my time as the Quebec Director was to the leave the 
position with our organization on a trajectory where our Quebec membership 
will increasingly participate fully as Paddle Canada members.  I was very 
pleased that Vincent Normandeau agreed to be my relief.  Vincent is an 
accomplished paddler, mentor, and leader in the Quebec paddling 
community.  Through his leadership we will most certainly continue to 
strengthen the feeling of belonging of our Quebec members, and I hope we will 
see more francophone members stepping forward to take leadership roles as 
committee members and instructor trainers.    

My future plans are to try to increase the time I spend teaching skills and 
mentoring new instructors and instructor trainers.  I will not be leaving Paddle 
Canada as I intend to continue my work with the Moving Water Canoe Program 
Development Committee where I will see the French version of the Introduction 
tandem manual through to publishing, and keeping working on the 
Intermediate tandem manual with my colleagues and mentors on the 
committee.  

To my fellow board members, I take my hat off to you for all the volunteer work 
you do for our organization.  I feel that our board is just getting stronger and, 
while we are experiencing hard times in the short term, the future of our 
organization is bright and in strong hands.    

Be safe and be well, 

Darren Keith 
Quebec Regional Director 

QUEBEC 

  

113 Courses 

38 Clinics 

528 Skills Course 

Participants 

194 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: 

SUP Skills basic 

Most Popular Clinic:  SUP 

Skills basic 

Most Active Director 

(Clinic):  

1. Edith Labelle 
2. Becky Mason 
3. Santiago Berrueta 

Villa 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. Annabelle Higgins 
2. Darren Keith 
3. Santiago Berrueta 

Villa 

COURSE STATS 
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Director’s Message 

Hi Folks, being my first year back on the board it has been great meeting everyone and seeing the directions and 
initiatives that a dedicated group of passionate professional volunteers have steered us towards and 
implemented. 

With that being said it is the word volunteers that comes to mind. Our standing committees, our working 
groups, and the organization in general need volunteers to make it work. If 
you feel that you have something to contribute, are not sure how you can 
contribute or are keen but not sure how much you can commit please contact 
you Regional Director, The office or a PDC and have a chat and lets see what 
we can do. 

 

Matt Cuccaro 

Ontario Regional Director 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONTARIO 
 

259 Courses 

107 Clinics 

1570 Skills Course Participants 

537 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: Sea 

Kayak Skills Level 1 

Most Popular Clinic:  Sea Kayak 

Skills Basic Kayak 

Most Active Director (Clinic):  

1. Rick Wise 
2. Paul Mason 
3. Aaron Gascoyne 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. Claudia Van Wijk 
2. Dympna Hayes 
3. RA Canoe Camping 

Club 

 

COURSE STATS 
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Director’s Message 

After a stellar year of growth in 2018, Manitoba’s 2019 offering of Paddle Canada program has returned to 
the trend of previous years with almost 80 courses and clinics and over 400 
participants. Congratulations to all the paddlers; participants and instructors.  

It has been a busy year as Vice President, with the changeover of Executive 
Directors and a new Member Service Administrator as well as producing a new 5-
year Strategic Plan. There is never a shortage of work and I have devoted my efforts 
to the Board and Executive as well as to the Canoe Program, Hiring, and Strategic 
Planning committees.  

Within Manitoba I have continued to support Paddle Manitoba in numerous ways. 
Paddle Canada and Paddle Manitoba were present at the Winnipeg Boat Show and 
at the Paddling Film Festival.  

Paddle Manitoba Indoor programs included presentations by Alex Martin and Adam 
Shoalts as well as a MEC PM Club Night. On-the-water events composed of the 
hugely successful kick-off BBQ at La Barriere park for Wednesday Evening Paddles, 
the new Friday Night Paddles on the Brokenhead River, the joint Paddle Manitoba-
Manitoba Pioneer Camp Canoe School, and the new Learn to Paddle Training at 
Whiteshell park. Paddle Manitoba continues to work on their big canoe and with the 
City of Winnipeg on the La Barriere park shoreline site (paddle launch) and the 
onsite storage building (washroom conversion) for Paddle Manitoba equipment.  

There were other paddling events, for instance, the Manitoba Whitewater Club 
indoor pool sessions and June Shindig festival featuring Paddle Canada Clinics as 
well as the Whitemouth River Recreation Commission Paddle Day at Whitemouth 
Falls park.  

I am honoured to introduce one of my past moving water course participants, 
Pauline Nadlersmith. She has stepped forward to become the next Manitoba 
Representative/ Paddle Canada Director. Pauline has vast experience in developing 
an adult canoe tripping program as well as volunteering as a Board Director with 
Cross Country Ski Association of Manitoba.  

Looking ahead into 2020, I was fortunate to coordinate a Professional Development 
session for instructors in early March before the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the 
suspension of paddling events.  

In Manitoba, Paddle Canada instructors are delivering a variety of paddling courses and clinics. 
Instructors as well as other Paddle Canada members are providing training, education, and leadership 
for the development and advancement of the paddling community. I congratulate and thank every 
person involved.  

I wish everyone a safe and rewarding 2020 paddling season. Thank you,  
Brian Johnston, Paddle Canada Director for Manitoba  

 

MANITOBA 

 
 

41 Courses 

40 Clinics 

185 Skills Course Participants 

226 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: Sea 

Kayak Skills Basic Kayak 

Most Popular Clinic:  Moving 

Water Canoe Skills 

Intermediate Tandem 

Most Active Director (Clinic):   

1. Charles Burchill 

2. 2. Ashley Dent 

3. 3. Dustin Molinski 

 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. Wilderness Supply 

2. Sarah Harrison 

3. Brian Johnston 

COURSE STATS 
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Directors Message: 

Last year my role as regional director for Saskatchewan took a back seat to my role as Treasurer for Paddle 
Canada. With the departure of the Executive Director at the end of April last year, I took on a role as staff 
liaison to the Board to manage the transition to the new ED in the fall, and ensure the staff had direction to 
maintain service & programming for instructor members, Board members, and Committee members.  

In Saskatchewan I was still very active teaching courses and certifying new instructors in Lake Water and 
working on mentorship for a few members in moving water. My hope of offering a few MC throughout the 
summer proved difficult with not having fellow instructors’ timelines match up. I hope to be able to reach 
out to more Instructor members in SK this summer and ensure that some of the new changes to the 
programs and certification of instructors is being followed.  

A paddling highlight for me personally last summer was my trip on 
the Seal River in Northern Manitoba in late July. The trip has long 
been a bucket list river for me to paddle and it was everything I 
had hoped it would be. We saw tones of wildlife including 5 Polar 
Bears, and the white-water was spectacular. The Seal River was a 
favorite of my canoe mentor & friend, Kevin Shultz, who first 
paddled, then guided the river in the early 90’s. Little known fact 
that Kevin’s notes made their way to Hap Wilson and helped him 
down the river, and then to go on and write the guide book of the 
Seal River and a few other books.  

List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming 
year. 

The 2020 Paddling season is in jeopardy of not getting going due to 
COVID-19. My hope is that we are able to connect with paddlers 
this summer through Ring Central or ZOOM and continue to help 
instructors navigate the paperwork involved in both skill & 
instructor courses.  

Geoff Horn, 

SK Director 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SASKATCHEWAN 

  

69 Courses 

10 Clinics 

408 Skills Course Participants 

36 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: 

Lake Canoe Skills Introduction 

Tandem 

Most Popular Clinic:  Sea Kayak 

Skills Basic Kayak 

Most Active Director (Clinic):   

1. Bryan Sarauer 
2. Geoff Horn 
3. Murray McDonnell 

 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. Howard Sproat 
2. Geoff Horn 
3. Ric Driediger 

COURSE STATS 
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Director’s Message:  

Our regional association, Paddle Alberta, continues to be strong and takes a lead role in supporting 
Instructors in the Alberta area.  2019 was not a Casino year, but the funds from the 2018 Casino continued 
to provide funding to help instructors, clubs and organizations to offer quality programs and experiences 
for Albertans.  Paddle Alberta offers subsidies to its members for certification maintenance and 
upgrades.  These upgrades may be in the area of paddling, or certifications required to support paddling 
(Wilderness First Aid, SRT, etc.). Paddle Alberta is unable to support any River Kayak programs or 
instructors due to our Provincial Government regulations.  All River Kayak programs are supported by the 
Alberta Whitewater Association (AWA - an NCCP based organization). 

Some highlights of the year:  One of our largest clubs, the Rocky Canoe Club, hosted the Alberta Masters’ 
games.  This attracted many adults/seniors (30 +) to compete in a 
variety of sports, including all disciplines of paddle sports.  It was a 
huge success. 

The Paddle Alberta Board is working towards initiatives to 
encourage paddling programs for youth, womens’ groups, First 
Nations populations and remote locations. 

Paddle Alberta does not offer any instructional/certification 
programs.  All instructors must be Paddle Canada Certified 
instructors.  The IT’s in Alberta work hard to encourage all 
instructors they certify to maintain the PA membership as well. 

 
Summary of accomplishments/activities over the year. 

My main role with Paddle Canada is to sit on the Board as 
Secretary.  As such, I have been busy trying to ensure all Board 
members are aware of meetings and minutes, and to assist the 
Executive where I can.  In 2019 I also sat on the Paddle Alberta 
Board of Directors as Education Chair. 

List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming 
year. 

No activities are currently planned until we see what happens with 
COVID 19.  Companies involved with running Paddling programs in 
AB are working together to create a unified front in terms of our 
response.  We are following Paddle Canada’s lead on this response. 

Canoe Clubs in AB are also currently on hold.   

Respectfully submitted by Lana Ohler-Madsen  

Alberta Regional Director 

 

 

ALBERTA 
 

 

88 Courses 

86 Clinics 

678 Skills Course Participants 

2796 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: 

Lake Canoe Skills Introduction 

Tandem 

Most Popular Clinic:  Big Canoe 

Skills Introduction Paddler 

Most Active Director (Clinic):   

1. Priscilla Haskin 
2. Lana Ohler-Madsen 
3. Leon Boychuk-Hunter 

 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. Lana Ohler-Madsen 
2. Peter Prescesky 
3. Connie Gottselig 

4.  

COURSE STATS 
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Directors Message 

BC has an active paddling community in multiple disciplines, as well as (in coastal areas at least) year-

round paddling opportunities. Paddle Canada instructors in the Province generally tend to be cross-

certified with the RCABC or SKGABC (and other provincial and international certification bodies), and 

across multiple disciplines,  and so my feeling as the BC rep is that the more we are able to work together 

the better. 

Because of our year-round and earlier spring start to paddling events on the coast, the effects of the COVID-

19 crisis hit BC Instructors and paddlers, with event postponements/cancellations, as well as cancelled 

courses and exams in April and May. I think I can speak for everyone that we remain cautiously hopeful that 

modified course delivery might be possible as restrictions lift over the next 

weeks and months. We continue to watch and listen closely to the words of 

Bonnie Henry and the BC government for guidance and direction in this area.   

In the past year we have also lost a much loved and respected member of the BC 

paddling community, IT and mentor Gary Doran.  

Summary of accomplishments/activities over the year. 

Since starting as the BC rep for the Paddle Canada Board of Directors a little 

over a year ago I’ve made efforts to connect with individual instructor and 

IT members, as well as others in the broader paddling and outdoor community. 

Thanks to all those who connected over email, Facebook, phone, and back when 

things like that were allowed - in person! I’ve appreciated hearing your 

perspectives, concerns, and celebrations and welcome hearing from those who I 

have not had the opportunity to connect with.  It’s also been important to me as 

the Paddle Canada board member to connect more with the provincial Paddling 

organizations in the spirit of collaboration, information sharing and 

communication about important issues. 

In my role as a board member I’ve also been sitting on the Working Group 

centering around Training & certification for the Canadian Outdoor Summit as 

the PC representative. Most recently I’ve been participating in the Basecamp 

Conversations online meetings  to discuss how the outdoor industry as a whole 

might respond to the COVID-19 situation as a united entity.  

As a side note - as an individual Instructor IT and Instructor I’ve been focusing 

some of my energies working on the rejuvenation of the Coastal Canoe program 

along with a number of existing IT’s across Canada and in BC. 

Fiona Hough 

BC Regional Director 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
 

 

 
 

432 Courses 

87 Clinics 

2102 Skills Course Participants 

508 Clinic Participants 

 

Most Popular Skills Course: Sea 

Kayak Skills Level 1 

Most Popular Clinic:  Kayak 

Rolling Skills 

Most Active Director (Clinic):   

1. Mike Gilbert 

2. Brian Raymer 

3. Peter Price 

Most Active Director (Skills 

Course)  

1. David Nichols 
2. Ecomarine 

Paddlesport Centres 
3. Michael Gill 

COURSE STATS 

https://canadianoutdoorsummit.com/
https://canadianoutdoorsummit.com/
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For the year 2019, none of our Canadian Territories had a Regional Director. We do have 

an incoming Director for the Yukon and will welcome representation from the Northwest 

Territories and Nunavut. 

 

YUKON 
Number of Courses 3 
Number of Clinics 27 
Number of Skills Course Participants 10 
Number of Clinic Participants 267 
Most Active Director (Clinic) 1. Trevor Braun 

2. Jane Vincent 
3. Jeanne Burke 

Most Active Director (Skills Course) 1. Michelle Eshpeter 
2. Jane Vincent 

Most Popular Skills Course SUP Skills Advanced Flatwater 
SUP Skills Basic 

Moving Water Canoe Skills Introduction Tandem 
Most Popular Clinic Moving Water Canoe Skills Introduction Tandem 

 

 
NWT 

Number of Courses 35 
Number of Clinics 0 
Number of Skills Course Participants 214 
Number of Clinic Participants 0 
Most Active Director (Clinic) N/A 
Most Active Director (Skills Course) 1. Catherine Allooloo 

2. Dan Wong 
3. Emily Smith 

  Lake Canoe Skills Introduction Tandem 
Most Popular Clinic N/A 

 

 

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, THE 
YUKON & NUNAVUT 

   

 

PPROGRAM COORDINATION COMMITTEE 
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Message from the Chair/Committee 

The Program Coordination Committee (PCC) consists of 

one representative from each of Paddle Canada’s 

Program Committees, usually its Chair. We are primarily 

tasked to oversee and develop programs, policies, and 

best practices that should be applicable across all of the 

Paddle Canada programs, and to seek Board of 

Directors approval for any significant changes.  

Summary of accomplishments/activities over the 

year. 

The bulk of the Committee’s time was spent with the 

very successful launch of the Camping Program. 

List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming year. 

This year, the PCC is working to: 

• recruit members for a Camping Program Committee, 

• alter the Certification Maintenance process so it is simpler, especially for instructors with 

certifications in multiple disciplines, 

• review and revise the Terms of Reference for all Program Committees and the PCC, and 

• finalize the process for instructor-trainers transfer between disciplines provided they meet all 

prerequisites. 
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Message from the Chair/Committee 

Greetings everyone, Hope folks are keeping safe 

during these challenging times. The Canoe PC were 

thrilled to hear that you enjoyed the new 

look/format of the new Moving Water program. 

Your positive 

feedback and suggestions were great to have. The 

Committee has completed the updates the for the 

Intro Moving Water program this winter and you 

should see this soon. Presently we are now working 

on 

both the Intermediate and Advanced levels and should have them out by next season. 

Summary of accomplishments/activities over the year. 

➢ 2019 Completed and introduced new formatted Intro Moving Water Program 

➢ updates for Intro Moving Water Program based on feedback/suggestions 

➢ updates for Big Canoe Program continued 

➢ assisted Instructor Trainers to attend Moving Water Maintenance Clinic 

List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming year. 

➢ Updating Intermediate and Advanced Tandem Moving Water Program 

➢ Updating Lake Program 

➢ Updating Big Canoe Program 

 

Stats from 2019: Moving Water, Lake, Big Canoe, Style, Coastal Canoeing, Poling: 

Number of courses/clinics taught – 451 Skills Courses, 161 Clinics 

Number of skills participants – 3163 

Number of clinic participants - 3325 

Number of instructors - 3848 

Number of IT’s – 153 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CCANOE PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
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Over the last year the SKPDC has met several times and 

accomplished the following: 

 Manual updates 

a. Minor revisions to wording have been done. 

b. All major revisions were resolved to be left until the two 

year moratorium expires this fall (2020) to allow for manual to 

be used by members and discussed. 

c. Member communication was built so that suggestions could 

be easily processed vis a direct email link to the PDC chair 

(skpdc@paddlecanada.ca). 

d. Water classification issues discussed – water conditions change during the course of a 

program should be accommodated for in manual. 

e. Suggestion prompts were added to website. 

Certification Maintenance 

a. CM determined to be a necessary requirement of any professional organization. 

b. Feedback from Instructors and Instructor Trainers was, and still is, considered. 

c. Certification maintenance issues were discussed with the PCC. 

d. CM issues need to be better defined from solid data (complaints, instructor feedback, customer issues, 

etc.) 

e. SKPDC spearheaded move for a two-year extension to CM to deal with website issues (certifications not 

getting properly updated) and buy in by Instructors. 

i. Onerous CM deemed to be a deterrent to membership 

f. Determined that communication and clarity were underlying issues 

g. Communication, although thought to be copious and clear apparently was not so 

h. Requirements for multiple certifications not clear as to how Instructors can be compliant with CM (still 

to be resolved) 

i. Alternate compliance opportunities to be entertained. 

Guiding Certification 

a. Survey results collated and presented to Board 

b. Guiding certification on hold for time being. Some parts of the country have solid 

guiding certification (BC) and others asking for it through PC. 

Mentorships 

a. Pre-requisites being waived for upper level programs beyond L2 need articulating. 

b. All Instructors must take a PC Instructor course but skill prerequisites can be waived at 

the discretion of Instructor Trainer and PDC. 

 

S SEA KAYAK PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
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French translations 

a. The Skill Levels are complete and need to be uploaded to website after proofing. 

b. Instructor Trainer levels require funding for translations. 

New Committee Members needed 

a. The SKPDC is looking for three to four new members, especially from the east coast. 

b. There are currently five members with two retiring. 

Facebook group maintained 

a. Maintenance succession established 

i. Originally setup for manual feedback and was useful for this. 

ii. Not used as much but still useful and to be continued and updated. 

Covid responses 

a. Programs available for instructors made more visible. 

b. Suggestion to Board that it is up to the provincial organizations to determine opening 

and not at the national level. 

c. People should abide by provincial Ministry of Health suggestions for re-opening. 

9. Next meeting May 27, 2020. 

Any suggestions for the SKPDC are welcome. 

Stats from 2019 

Number of courses/clinics taught – 570 Skills Courses, 170 Clinics 

Number of skills participants – 2724 

Number of clinic participants - 869 

Number of instructors - 1864 

Number of IT’s - 104 
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Message from the Chair/Committee 

SUP continues to grow as Canada’s funnest paddle sport, over the last 
number of years we have seen the sport progress from a niche activity to 
something at the top of everyone’s mind when they think about paddling. 
The Paddle Canada SUP program has been ahead of the curve and today we 
see many of the members continue to work their way to higher levels of 
SUP training/certification and push the progression of SUP across the 
country. With COVID-19 having a large effect on the delivery of paddling 
programs and on people’s lives the new priority should be to help support 
members without overburdening them with demands. Until life returns 
somewhat to normal the PDC will move forward at a slower pace, allowing 
members to put their health, family, and own concerns first. We don’t want 
to push too quickly at this time and will more so serve as a resource to help 
support members and be sensitive to their needs.  

Summary of accomplishments/activities over the year 

Over the past year SUP courses have continued delivery in a steady way 
across the country. Courses have been delivered in create ways and access 
to the SUP program continues to grow. There is still demand to make the higher level SUP streams more 
accessible in eastern parts of the country. 

There have also been Professional Development clinics delivered in various areas of the country. The West 
Coast SUP Symposium completed its 5th year and SYMPOSIUM SUP QUÉBEC took place in Montreal.  

With several program updates having taken place in previous years SUP has maintained its program with 
no new changes in this past year. However, with PC itself going through some large changes and Emre 
learning about his position as the SUP chair this past year has had big transitions in those ways. 

List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming year 

One big goal for the year is to make information easier to access and 
allow members a better understanding of the SUP program. We hope 
this can be completed by an update to the SUP page on Paddle Canada 
site. Most of this work has already been completed from the SUP side 
and is waiting for implementation by Paddle Canada.  

A second component of better communication is to get IT’s up to speed 
on the Paddle Canada program. This year’s IT conference call will 
require some homework for IT’s to do to help guide them through the material they should be familiar 
with. This will hopefully be a step to help educate everyone on certification maintenance and the full range 
of options available to do so.  

Make a call out to instructors and ITs to develop resources such as skills breakdowns, the best quality 
content may even be shared by Paddle Canada as a resource.  

Share how to apply to be part of / contribute to the PDC. This will be part of the update to the website and 
will allow more transparency within the PDC structure.   

Start to use the Facebook page as a better resource and remind people that they need to answer the admin 
questions to be added to the page.  

S   STAND UP PADDLE PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

 

Stats from 2019 
Number of courses/clinics taught – 194 
Skills Courses, 96 Clinics 
Number of skills participants – 756 
Number of clinic participants - 373 
Number of instructors - 1754 
Number of IT’s - 48 
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Message from the Chair 

2018-2019 has been a busy period for the River Kayak Program 
Committee, a significant amount of work has gone into modernizing 
the River Kayak manual, and bringing it back into line with the other 
Paddle Canada program manuals, there is a lot of work still to be 
done, but we’re well on our way to getting back on track.  

The spread of COVID-19 has significantly impacted our planned 
activities for 2020, as it has impacted everyone around the world. 
Once it is determined to be safe, we will be running Instructor Trainer 
programs across the country to restart the Paddle Canada River Kayak 
instructor program 

Summary of accomplishments/activities over the year 

• Released a new version of the River Kayak Manual in early 
2020 which includes the newly revived River Kayak Instructors 
streams 

• Engaged with Canoe Kayak Canada around the defunct collaboration agreement, meeting in 
person with representatives of CKC in Fall 2019 

List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming year 

• At least three Instructor Trainer programs across Canada, these had initially been planned for 
2020, however they may be delated to 2021 depending on when it is safe to be gathering 
instructors from across Canada into a single location. 

 

Stats from 2019:  

Number of courses/clinics taught – 17 Skills Courses, 8 Clinics 
Number of skills participants – 85 
Number of clinic participants – 44 
Number of instructors - 372 
Number of IT’s - 16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R RIVER KAYAK PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
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Message from the committee 

Beginning in November 2015, Paddle Canada’s Program 

Coordination Committee began the 

development of a common campcraft and leadership 

development program designed to work from any 

vessel (canoe, kayak or paddleboard), and in any 

instruction-appropriate conditions (flat water, moving 

water, ocean). It replaced the Canoe Tripping program and 

the intentional overnight portions of the Sea 

Kayak and SUP Touring programs. Valuable contributions 

and feedback to the draft program where 

received from dozens Paddle Canada instructors and integrated into the final program. The harmonized 

Camping program was launched for the 2019 season. 

The Program Coordination Committee has served as the Camping Program Committee while the 

program was developed and launched. It is now time for an independent Camping Committee to be 

struck. 

Summary of accomplishments/activities over the year. 

A transfer process was developed and rolled out so that all existing instructors and instructor-trainers of 

the Canoe Tripping program, the Sea Kayak program (Level 2 and above), and the Touring SUP program 

could receive appropriate certifications in the Camping program. Each participant needed to read the 

program manual, successfully write a test on its contents, and participating in a videoconference where 

the program was reviewed, and questions addressed. Those that missed all videoconference options 

could review a recorded videoconference and write a test of its contents. Over 100 qualified 

instructors and instructor-trainers participated. 

List of activities in progress and/or planned for the coming year. 

The priority for the 2020-year is to create a Camping Program Committee. We are currently seeking 

Camping instructor-trainers who are willing to serve on the Committee. If you are interested, please visit 

the Camping Committee webpage and send a message to the Committee. 

Once the Committee has been struck, it will be their task to continue rolling out the program across 

Canada. 

Stats from 2019: 

Number of courses/clinics taught – 29 Skills Courses, 30 Clinics 

Number of skills participants - 206 

Number of clinic participants - 505 

Number of instructors – 90 

Number of IT’s – 31 

CCAMPING PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
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CCOURSES & CLINICS REPORTS 

Participants by Discipline 

Canoe: 7574 

Sea Kayak: 3635 

River Kayak: 139 

SUP: 1409 

Camping: 382 

Kayak Rolling: 138 

Total: 13277 

Breakdown of Sanctioned Courses 

Skills courses - 1261 

Clinics - 465 

Instructor Courses – 227 

Instructor Trainer Courses - 32 

Total Number of Courses – 1985 

 

Participants by Course 

Skills course Participants - 6934 

Instructor course Participants - 1161 

Instructor Trainer Mentorships - 66 

Clinic Participants - 5116 

Total Participants – 13277 
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